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Atomex LM-70 Petrol
Road Line Marker 2 Gun
Glass Bead with Lights

$11,625.13
INCL. GST

Product Images
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Short Description

The Atomex LM-70 Petrol Powered Line Marking machines are suitable for spraying waterborne and solvent
based road marking paints. The ideal line marking machine for industrial line marking of warehouses, forklift
ways and car parks.
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Description

The Atomex LM-70 Line Markers has been a popular choice of line marking machine by professional line
marking contractors for more than 25 years. 

Paint Application

The Atomex LM-70 petrol powered road/line marking machine is ideal for spraying both water based or
waterborne line marking paint and solvent based line marking paint such as chlorinated rubber. 

Glass Bead Dispenser

The Atomex LM-70 glass dispenser is designed to drop glass bead into the wet paint as you spray for
reflective lines. This package comes with the main glass bead box mounted on the front handles, flexible
hose and two glass bead dispensers mounted behind each gun.

LED Light Kit

The Atomex LM-70 LED Light kit includes 1 x front mounted LED work light and also 1 x rear mounted LED
work light for night time line marking applications. On/Off switch is mounted in a protected position so that it
will not become damaged.

Compact Design

The Atomex LM-70 Line Marker was designed to be as compact as possible taking up less room in the back of
a ute or van. Compared with other larger three wheel designs used for line markers the Atomex LM-70 has a
much smaller storage footprint. 

Professional contractors can fit up to four of these machines onto a single ute tray, trailer or in the back of a
van. Many contractors will use a dedicated machine for different colours or types of road line marking paints
to save time on the job instead of cleaning a machine to change colours. 

Four Wheel Design

The compact four wheel design of the Atomex LM-70 Line Marker is a big advantage against other machines
on the market, the frames are individually hand built to ensure that the machine always tracks straight. Many
complaints about three wheel machines is that they tend to track left or right over time. The Atomex LM-70
will always track in a straight line.    

Mechanical Advantage

The Atomex LM-70 uses the famous GM-70G petrol motor/diaphragm pump configuration which is know for
reliability by delivering smooth edge lines without pulsation when spraying. Comparable sized machines used
by many competitors rely on small piston pumps that are generally under powered for the work load
required and quickly wear out giving you uneven, erratic and poor line quality. 

The Atomex LM-70 has no electronics, sensors or micro-processors to fail. So many models of line marking
machines reply on computer boards and sensors which at some point all fail. We have serviced line marking
machines for over 27 years and with the proliferation of micro-processors used on control boards with so
many brands, it’s just another thing that goes wrong later. 

After Sales Support

Over the last 25 years we have sold thousands of Atomex LM-70 Line Markers to DIY, Handyman and
Professional Line Marking Contractors, we hold all spare parts in stock to never let you down with same day
despatch. No other competitor in Australia can promise this or match the stock of spare pars that we keep. 

Warranty
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The Atomex LM-70 Line Marker comes with a 25 month warranty to cover any manufacturing defect.
Warranty does not cover wear and tear items such as fluid section components, hoses, gun kits or tips. These
are all wearable items that require periodic service. To obtain the best results from the Atomex LM-70 please
refer to the instruction manual or contact our staff that can explain every aspect of use, application and
maintenance of line marking equipment. 

Manufactured in Australia with global components by Atomex. 

Atomex is Australian owned.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional Information

Brands Atomex
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